Insight into the solubility and dissolution behavior of piroxicam anhydrate and monohydrate forms.
The aim of the present study was two-fold: (1) to investigate the effect of pH and presence of surfactant sodium lauryl sulphate (SLS) on the solubility and dissolution rate of two solid-state forms of piroxicam (PRX), anhydrate (PRXAH) and monohydrate (PRXMH), and (2) to quantitatively assess the solid-phase transformation of PRXAH to PRXMH in slurry with a special interest to the impact on the solubility and dissolution behavior of the drug. X-ray powder diffractometry (XRPD), Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used for characterization of the solid-state forms. Phase transformation was monitored in slurry by means of in-line Raman spectroscopy, and the partial least squares (PLS) regression model was used for predicting the amount of PRXMH. The results showed that the solubility and dissolution rate of PRXAH were higher compared to PRXMH at different pHs. The pH and presence of SLS together affected the solubility and dissolution rate of different PRX forms. The lowest solubility values and dissolution rates for PRX forms were observed in distilled water (pH 5.6) at 37 °C. The changes in the dissolution rate could be explained by the hydrate formation during solubility testing. The rate of hydrate formation was also dependent on the pH of the dissolution medium.